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Third Term Test

Text :

co
m
/e
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m
s

Social Media are means of communication that facilitate the creation and sharing of information,
ideas, and interests via networks such as Facebook ,Twitter and Instagram. They help in
communicating through laptops, smartphones and tablets. For instance, Facebook was created in 2004
and it was founded by Mark Zuckerberg. It is one of the most influential networks around the
he world.
Social Media has some advantages. It educates people ; It can help both teachers andd students.
People get the latest news everyday in a very short time. Moreover, it serves as a good
ood source off
entertainment. People get entertained through documentaries and other programs. Also, it he
helps in
finding new jobs and improving business.
On the other hand , Social Media has disadvantages. It helps in bullying
ng .Many children
ch
were
bullied on the internet which led to suicide. Furthermore, it wastes timee and causes addiction. The
long hours people stay searching and chatting lead them to be far from their families
familie . In addition, the
excessive use of social media can also have a negative impact on the health such as sight problems
and obesity .
So, people should be aware how to use the Social Media andd should be
b so careful about its danger .

n.

Reading Comprehension
mprehension
ension :
Task 1 : I read the text then answer the questions
uestions
tions :(3pts)
3p

ca
t

io

1- What does mean Social Mediaa ?
…………………
…………
-…………………………………………………………………………………..
advantages ?
2- Do Social Media have disadvantages

du

…………………
…………
-……………………………………………………………………………….….
works
ks given in tthe text :
3- State the networks

-e

…………………
…………
-………………………………………………………………………………….
k 2 : I read th
the te
Task
text and put « true » or « false » : (3pts)

en

cy

acebook is an influential network …………….
1-- Facebook
Medi
2- Social Med
Media educate people …………..
3- The exce
e
3excessive
use of Social Media can be good for health ……………
Tas 3 : I read the text then :( 1pt)
Task
I find the synonym of :

ameliorating =…………

speaking =……….

Mastery of Language :
Task 1 : I correct the mistakes in the following sentence :(1pt)
Networks was created to facilitates communication.
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Task 2 :I turn the sentences into the passive voice :
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1- They used networks a lot .
-………………………………………………………………………...
2- Lina wrote a message.

…..……
…
-………………………………………………………………………..……
3- I read notes.

……….…….…
…….…
-………………………………………………………………….…….……..

ding to their pronu
pr
Task 3 :I put the following words in the right box according
pronunciation:(3 pts )
Put – food – good – should – cute – fruit

/ u : / sui
suit

ca
tio
n

/ u / b ook

Situation
uation
ation of Inte
IIntegration ( 6pts )

en
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I fill in the gapss with the corre
correct word to have a coherent paragraph .
co

connectt - mobi
mobile phones - popular - 2006-–social- tweets - was - user -

Twitter is a ……………….. network where people talk to and ………….with
Tw

oother people. It has become very…………… around the world since it………..
founded by Jack Dorsey in…………... It has more than 100 million………… . It is
sometimes described as the "SMS of the Internet. Users use ………………….. or
computers to send and to read messages, called ………………
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